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1. Centralize vehicle maintenance for small providers.

2. Bring all transit stops, train station platforms, and approaching sidewalks up to compliance with ADA and TAS standards.

3. Establish transit centers to facilitate transfers among transit routes, especially between rural and urban service routes.

4. Establish a local vehicle sharing program.

5. Conduct targeted education and outreach to promote transit use.

6. Conduct a training program for HHS agency staff about regional transit services available for their clients.

7. Design, construct, and implement a centralized call center or telephone routing system, dispatching operation and information line (bilingual and accessible).

8. Establish volunteer programs to assist with transportation needs.


10. Provide business-sponsored shopping say and special event transit service.

11. Conduct feasibility studies of specific new expanded transit services including potential changes in funding allocations to pay for added service.

12. Seek foundation grants to fund service expansion or vehicle purchases.

13. Prepare a regional application for JARC.


15. Create efficiencies by identifying and eliminating duplication of services where possible.

Note: The majority of the 2006 Strategies were carried over either partially or in full as part of the projects identified within the 2011 Regional Coordination Update.
Source: EasTexConnects 2011 Regional Coordination Plan